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Marshall Keys Sells Out In 10 Days
Waiting List Started For 2nd Performance

Marshall Keys

The Marshall Keys and The Cool
Cats jazz show scheduled for Friday,
April 17, at Washington Square in
Clarksburg sold out in just ten days.
In response to the demand, a
waiting list has been established for
a second performance the next evening, on Saturday, April 18.
Washington Square, the longtime
Clarksburg pizzeria that doubles as a
jazz haunt, has agreed to host the
band for a second night if there is
sufficient interest.
Tickets are $35 for one of just 30
to be sold. An individual who joins
the West Virginia Jazz Society for
$36 per year receives one free ticket
and then, as a member, is eligible to
purchase tickets for just $30 each.
At least 30 paid reservations must
be made by March 17 to secure the
April 18 show. To order tickets or
memberships, phone 304-269-3683
or email: WVJazzSociety@aol.com.

Cultural Foundation & Wesleyan
College Sponsor Jazz Academy
Two dozen high school and college students, and one middle school jazz
student, participated in the sixth annual West Virginia Winter Jazz Academy on
Saturday, January 24, at Bridgeport Conference Center. The ClarksburgHarrison Cultural Foundation and West Virginia Wesleyan College provide
funding for the classes, mentoring and performance opportunities that make up
the day long event.
The West Virginia Jazz Society has been recognized by the National Endowment for the Arts as a Certified Jazz Educator and Presenter. This year,
the presenting faculty was especially worthy of the NEA endorsement with instruction provided by Vince Lewis, a prominent East Coast guitarist, and Victor
Dvoskin, the rspected Russian bassist from Lynchburg, Virginia. The curriculum was developed and led by Phil Wyatt and Mark Cappellini, veteran West
Virginia music educators. There is never a charge for WVJS educational programming, and all programs are held in convenient and accessible facilities.

Respect Thy Jazz
Fan Neighbors
After several years of experimenting with various methods of rowdy
crowd control, the West Virginia Jazz
Society has settled on a Courtesy
Policy to be recommended to venues
presenting live jazz.
Simply asking an individual to
please respect their neighbor’s right to
hear the music without distraction did
not work well, and occasionally led to
conflicts.
Having a real big guy deliver the
request didn’t work any better, and
sometimes seemed to make it worse,
as the rowdy one would try to prove it
was cool to be loud and obnoxious.
After researching what other
groups did to keep the focus on the
music, the West Virginia Jazz Society
has adopted the following policy, effective wherever a venue wants to do
a better job of presenting the music
and developing a loyal clientele.
The WVJS policy is based on the
one established by Bethesda Blues &
Jazz in Bethesda, Maryland, a refurbished theatre offering dinner shows
and other performances on a regular
basis to a regional audience.
Here is the new policy.

COURTESY POLICY
The West Virginia Jazz Society kindly
requests that, out of respect for the
performers and fellow patrons, conversation be kept to an absolute minimum
and voices kept to a whisper while
artists are on stage and performing.
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From Russia With Love BLUE NOTES
They had known each other 25 years ago and ten thousand
miles away in the former Soviet Union, but when Victor Dvoskin
and Misha Tsiganov saw each other across the busy American
lobby, it was as if the two old comrades had never been apart.
A not-so-uncommon
scene for Grand Central
Terminal, perhaps, but
when the reunion happens in the entrance hall
of the Bridgeport Conference Center (BCC) in
Bridgeport, West Virginia, a bit of explanation
is needed.
Victor Dvoskin and Misha Tsiganov
Dvoskin and Tsiganov
are both native Russian jazz musicians who became mutual admirers a quarter century ago when Dvoskin was an established
bassist and bandleader, and Tsiganov was a jazz piano prodigy.
Tsiganov followed Dvoskin’s band, Allegro, whenever he got the
chance, and over time, they developed a friendship, albeit one
interrupted by fate and opportunity as their careers led them out
of Russia and to the United States.
Dvoskin ended up in the Washington, DC jazz scene teaching
at Virginia Commonwealth University and picking up live gigs and
recording session work. Tsiganov settled in New York City, where
he performs with a wide variety of bands, and tours extensively.
Their reconnection in Bridgeport happened when they were
booked independently of each other to perform with different
bands during Winter Jazz Weekend, held in Bridgeport each
January in BCC.
Dvoskin was hired by the West Virginia Jazz Society to perform with the opening band on Friday night and to teach in the
Winter Jazz Academy on Saturday morning. Tsiganov was one of
the PUSH septet lead by NYC trumpeter, Eddie Allen, and the
featured band both nights.
The “sound check” is held an hour or two before the bands
start playing, and that’s when the two old friends saw each other,
almost to their disbelief, but to their immediate joy.
They visited in the “green room” between shows, spending too
little time catching up, exchanging their latest CDs, and sharing
their plans for the future.
Julie Perine of Connect-Bridgeport, the area’s e-newspaper,
learned of the reunion and plans to contact each of the jazz artists
for a future feature. Improvisation, will, with permission, reprint
that feature when it appears.

Summer Jazz Stroll
Friday, June 19, 2015
Clarksburg, WV

.

One musician we know characterizes the
crowds for whom he performs. Some, he
says, are there for the music and some are
there to socialize; the rest are oblivious.
That seems to sum up pretty well the
various audiences we see at WVJS events.
The vast majority are into the music, but
not all. The socializers could do their thing
anywhere and at anytime, and if given some
coaching, they can be brought over to the
music side, and start to dig what’s going
down.
It’s a fact that about 15% of people
don’t get music and don’t understand what
all the fuss is about. We have seen individuals walk up to a band in the middle of
their set and just stand there and stare at
the musicians as if they were visiting a zoo.
Jazz is a niche market, and it is for
these jazz fans that we’ve been working
with venues to adapt what they do to what
works best for the performance.
One place dimmed their lighting, rearranged their seating, and put up pipe and
drape to create an intimate listening environment while preserving service aisles.
It took a couple of “practice gigs” to get
it all worked out, and judged by audience
reaction, the changes worked out well.
Stay tuned.

Do Not Miss!
February 21 @ 8pm

Main St. Café
331 W. Main St Clarksburg, WV
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Many Contribute To WV
Jazz Society Programs
Every event in which the West Virginia Jazz Society
participates involves a small army of volunteers and vendors to put on what is hopefully an evening of seamless
entertainment of the highest order.
Until one sees the action from inside the venue and
behind the curtain, it is not apparent that much more happens than just a band playing some songs.
Of course, none of that happens without the financial
support provided by local government, arts organizations,
and, increasingly, area Convention and Visitors Bureaus.
The recent Holiday Jazz Stroll in Clarksburg, and the
just completed Winter Jazz Weekend are perfect examples of events supported by a broad coalition of vested
partners.
The biggest funders were the event sponsors, Clarksburg Uptown, Inc. and the Bridgeport Arts Council, who
provided five-figure backing to insure the artists were top
notch. Right behind them were the Harrison County
Commission and the CVBs. In Clarksburg, the CVB and
City government participated as one entity in providing
assistance, both financial and physical.
The primary arts group to sponsor was the Clarksburg
-Harrison Cultural Foundation, along with a host of
smaller contributors.
We will pay tribute to the tireless arts volunteers and
friendly vendors in the March and April issues of Improvisation.

Special Thanks To

BANDLAND
154 E. Pike St.

Clarksburg, WV

304 622 1171

For invaluable support and management of the very
difficult task of staging six acts on two nights for
Winter Jazz Weekend. We could not do it without
Evan Jones and Bandland.

Disclaimer
We sure don’t want to, but sometimes we make mistakes, so
no phone number, address or other piece of information herein
should be taken to be certifiably accurate.
Think of the typographical errors, the misspellings and the just
plain wrong as “blue notes” that provide you
with a chance to improvise.
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REVIEW OF THE MONTH
Alon Nechushtan’s Venture Bound
By Thomas Conrad
The
single
most salient fact
about current jazz
is its ongoing globalization. Jazz is
an
open-ended,
self-renewing art
form that draws
s trength
from
sources far outside itself. Example:
Venture
Bound by Alon
Nechushtan.
It is hardcore, up-to-the-minute small-ensemble jazz
with a unique sonic signature.
Nechushtan’s nine original compositions are angular,
meticulous and engaging. On “The Gratitude Suite,” the
formal chiming of his piano introduction is overtaken by
wheeling klezmer rhythms when the band kicks in. On
“Dark Damsel,” Brahim Brigbane’s fidgeting loud, old and
exotic and Middle Eastern, creates sinuous counterpoint
with Nechushtan’s freeform 21st-century piano. “Pome
(grenades)” starts as a headlong thrust, but then it careens back on itself, like a Balkan circle dance.
Pianist Alon Nechushtan was born and grew up inTel
Aviv, Israel. He now lives in New York, where has internalized its unforgiving energy.
He characterizes his album as “a continuous journey
through a New York night seeking adventure.”
Two of the city’s most steadfast saxophonists, Donny
McCaslin and John Ellis, play on alternate tracks. . Both
McCaslin and Ellis take their time and sweat the details.
Nechushtan himself is so embedded in the album concept that you are less aware of him as a soloist than as
an intelligence that ties everything together.
But in fact his individual piano statements are varied,
concise and complete, sometimes twisting long, fine
strands (“F.A.Q.”), sometimes digging in and grooving
(“Serpentrails”).
Venture Bound truly feels like a “continuous journey”
because it veers down many city streets.
Everyone—including bassist Chris Lightcap and
drummer Adam Cruz—takes turns leading the adventure,
with their edgy New York solos emerging from Nechushtan’s colorful ethnic context.
In the new millennium, many compelling jazz voices
have come from Israel: Anat Cohen, the two Avishai
Cohens (trumpeter and bassist), Omer Avital, and Gilad
Hekselma.
You can now add Alon Nechushtan to the list.
The Alon Nechustan Quartet performs Friday, June
19, in Clarksburg, West Virginia at Washington Square.
Phone 304 622 7100 or WVJazzSociety@aol.com.
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Alon Nechushtan Quartet in Washington Square June 19

More info: WVJazzSociety@aol.com

